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The value of psychology





New? No!

“Psychology, the science of 
mind and behavior, 
permeates business on many 
dimensions — from 
negotiation to sales to 
product design. In it’s 
simplest form, 
business is psychology.”



Forbes Magazine, 2010

business is psychology



Forbes Magazine, 2010

security is psychology



Psychology in business
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Unconscious Behaviour



35000+





95-99%



LABCOAT



MASSES



Heuristics / Biases



Social Impact Theory (SIT). 



Dangerous biases used 
by social engineers



 ‼ Authority ‼



 ‼ Consistency ‼

In for a penny, 
in for a pound 



 ‼ Consistency ‼

A B 



 ‼ Consistency ‼

700%



 ‼ Loss Aversion ‼



 ‼ Loss Aversion ‼

x2



 ‼ Because as a reason ‼

“Excuse me, I have 5 pages. May I use the Xerox machine?”

“Excuse me, I have 5 pages. May I use the Xerox machine because I’m in a rush?”

“Excuse me, I have 5 pages. May I use the Xerox machine because I have to make copies?”

60%
94% 93%



 ‼ Unity effect ‼



 ‼ Social Proof ‼





 ‼ Social Proof ‼



 ‼ Reciprocity ‼



Hi Mischa, 
Could you help us by filling out this survey for me? 
Thanks, 
Robert

34%69%



Current Threats



 ‼ Reverse Social Engineering ‼

Hacker corrupts your system and 
patiently waits for you to ask for 

help



 ‼ Piggybacking ‼

Someone walks through the door 
directly behind you, even thanking 

you for opening the door



 ‼ Authority ‼

Hacker assumes identity of 
authority figure (CEO) and 
instructs payment. Often in 

combination with phone spoofing



 ‼ Tech Talk ‼

Hacker poses as ‘IT guy’, asking 
very technical questions until target 
responds ‘why don’t you take over 

my system for a minute’



 ‼ Vishing ‼

Voice Phishing. Large-scale 
attack. For instance to have target 

transfer money.



 ‼ Spear Phising ‼

Very focussed form of Vishing that 
is pointed at just 1 target but 

requires a lot more preparations.



 ‼ Friendlyness ‼

Social engineer helps you out. 
You feel ‘guilty’ and are inclined to 

return the favor.



Influence models 
to make employees and colleagues 

more security-aware



Intervention Mapping

Current & Desired Behaviour

Active Biases

Theory research

Programme Design

Adoption & Implementation

Evaluation



Fogg Behaviour Model



Fogg Behaviour Model

Time 
Money 
Physical effort 
Mental effort 
Social norm deviation 
Routine



Counter Persuasion: RaDaR

Recognize the attempt
Distance yourself
Rationalize options



Wrap-up
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